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Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much for joining us today. Paulo (Campos), I would like to start with you, if 
you do not mind. You are from a digitally native business. You guys live this every day. In the Philippines, 
as a digital business, how much of the stuff you are using artificial intelligence, drones, analytics, 
robotics, gobotics, what are you guys doing with this and how do you work with this stuff? 

Paulo Campos III: Thanks so much for the question. I have to say I do not think anything we are going to 
say will be as interesting as that building video you just showed. I will put that out there and I will use 
that point to answer your question, which is a lot of this very robotic type stuff can be a bit overblown in 
the sense that is what you see in the headlines, that is what you put on the slides, and that is what is 
exciting to talk about. I mean that building technology is quite impressive. Where the value creation is 
and you made this point in your talk, is really more in the software part of what this technology allows 
you to do. Software of how you use the data to make actionable business decisions in our case or 
actionable change in a policy setting. It is very much here, it is very much alive. The internet at its very 
core. What I always say is that the internet will continue to be the number 1 most transformative force 
that has happened in our generation that it allows you to do so much in such a scalable way and it 
allows you to have, at your finger-tips, an amount of information that you can never have in the physical 
world that really allows you to make sounder business decisions. It is not so much the drones, although 
you used the example of Myntra, how they used the sales data to design the product. But what we do is 
we take that sales data to make buying decisions and I would argue that is just as smart and requires 
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just as much intelligence as it does to have robots running around the factory. Very much so and very 
much in the analytic side of things.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much. Jubert (Alberto), I would love to hear from you. If you look at these 
technologies, what do you think is most relevant in the Philippines in the near term and why? 

Jubert Daniel Alberto: Good afternoon, everyone. I am Jubert from IDC. Before I answer that question, 
we have to take a step back where we are right now in terms of disruption. 

We started talking about the rise of web 2.0 technologies, remember Friendster and all these 
things, it has led us to this third platform technology. Talking about this disruptive technologies, you 
have cloud, big data, and analytics, what Paulo has mentioned. You have social business, you have 
mobility and the mashups of these would give you what we call innovation accelerators and these are 
your robotics. We talked about next gen security. We talked about IOT, AR/VR. You have cognitive 
computing and AI as well as 3D printing, which revolutionizes the way we do things, especially in a 
manufacturing sector.  

What we will see in the Philippines is, compared to our neighboring countries, we tend to lag 
behind in terms of adoption of technologies. At IDC, we always say that Philippines is kind of grouped 
into what we call technology optimizers, which is really modernizing the main core of it. The main 
objective of most organizations in the country is to actually automize their operations. So to speak to 
modernize the way we do things, especially if you are SME or you are an enterprise. If you are grouped 
under that one, the other thing that we have to mention, as well is very important when we do our 
surveys, is that the awareness on disruptive technologies, as well as anything that has to do with digital 
transformation, is very high in the Philippines. It is just that we still do not see the direct correlation of 
the awareness in terms of the investments when it comes to ICT spending. Case in point, security, Paulo 
mentioned internet, cybersecurity will also be the next kind. The high objective for any organization is 
that the Philippines still lags behind the 13 countries that we cover, around top 9 or top 10, in terms of 
the total investment on security.  

But going back to your questions, these technologies we have already been seeing being used.  
Some used cases, especially in the agriculture area, you have IOT being used by an agricultural company 
to actually monitor what kind of pineapples and use that data where these pineapples will be delivered 
to. Whether the EMEA market or anything that has to do with the Asian market.  

The Philippines, in sum up, when it comes to disruptive technologies, we are still at that point 
where we call ourselves opportunistic. There are some companies that are there already in terms of 
digital transformation but there are those that still have to face the challenges. Whether it is going to be 
selling the idea to your CEO, whether you go for cloud, whether you go for these kinds of technologies 
or those companies that still tend to have that traditional mindset that why do I have to change the way 
I do things when I am still successful.  

Minette B. Navarrete: Suraj (Moraje), can I take point on that? 

Suraj Moraje: Please go. 
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Minette B. Navarrete: I would nuance that perspective a little bit. When you look at Philippine 
consumers and it does not matter what social economic status they are from, they are willing, they are 
ready, they are experimental, and they are keen. There are technologies that Facebook has pioneered in 
the Philippines, tested here first anywhere in the world because the Philippine users are much more 
open to all the new features that they roll out. We have had the Dropbox product team fly in from San 
Francisco because the Filipinos use a feature in Dropbox that is not used in the US and they want to 
understand why this feature is used in the Philippines and not in the US–this is the offline mode.  

When you look at Philippine consumers, they are hungry for the disruption because for many 
consumers the disruption means the ability to overcome barriers, the ability to overcome inefficiencies 
in the system, the ability to overcome an inaccessibility to certain resources.  

When you look at corporations, and I think that is what you were referring to, corporations are 
much more conservative because frankly business is fine. Why would we take the risk? This is not to say 
it in a derogatory fashion, they do understand that they owe their customers a level of quality, a level of 
assurance and, necessarily, the corporations have been quite a bit more conservative in this respect.  

Jubert Daniel Alberto: On that point Minette (Navarrete), talking about the business side of things, all of 
us here have several hats. We are part of an enterprise organization but at the same time we are all 
consumers. We have also to mention that in the Philippines the younger population, in terms of the 
population that we have right now, it is getting older. It is still young, technically, but it is getting older. 
We always say that this is because of, again, the impact of those digital natives. We always say in IDC, 
any enterprise organization of today has to be a digital native mindset kind of organization. When I talk 
about digital native they are the driving force as to Minette’s (Navarrete) point. All these things that 
have to do with social business, anything that has to do with what I have mentioned on web 2.0 
technologies, these are the social individuals, the social generation. 

Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much. Ms. Legara, Paulo (Campos) said this was really about analytics and 
we spoke about use cases, now nobody understands data analytics use cases better than you. When you 
look at the Philippines, be it government, be it the private sector, what are some of the use cases you 
see for data and where do you wish we collected more data? What are some of the interesting things 
you are seeing happen in the world of analytics outside of the digital start-ups? 

Prof. Erika Fille T, Legara, Ph.D.: Hello. Good afternoon, everyone. Thank you, Suraj (Moraje). Just to 
give everyone a background, I just returned from Singapore. I work for the Singapore government in 
data analytics and complex systems. We used to work about smart nations and all these smart 
initiatives.  

When I came back to the Philippines, I really want to spread this data driven culture. You talk 
about drones. I like that Jubert (Alberto) asked us to step back a bit because a lot of our companies are 
data rich but the problem is that most of our data are just sitting somewhere and like what Minette 
(Navarrete) said earlier they are a bit conservative.  

In terms of analytics, you can do a lot like in telcos. In telcos, in agriculture, in manufacturing 
industries, in farming, so all these things, even BPOs, there are a lot of things that data science can do.  
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Now, the problem is that a lot are excited about it but there is no capability, at the moment. You 
talk to this big conglomerates they are like. “Erika, we are excited to have this data-driven organization 
but where do we begin? Where are we going to get the data scientists? Where do we get the data 
science managers?” It is worth stepping back a bit and study the landscape. Aside from educating the 
people about data-driven culture, we also need to educate the managers and the executive levels like 
how can data science or data analytics impact their companies?  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much. I might even ask David (Hall) to step in here because when you talk 
about capabilities, you are leading STRIDE in the Philippines, what are you doing and what your 
assessment is of the capabilities here? 

Dr. David Hall: Thanks, Suraj (Moraje). For those of you who do not know, STRIDE is a USAID-funded 
program. We are working to spur inclusive economic growth in the Philippines by improving the 
standard quality and relevance of science and technology research in Philippine Universities. We have 
been doing it for over 4 years now, it has given us a really good insight in to the capability of the 
universities to respond to the needs of industry.  

Erika (Legara) and I did not speak before this but she is saying exactly what I wanted her to say, 
this is mostly about capability. Technologies are there, we can see the technologies. Building that 
building in China was not really using any new technologies, it was just using the technologies that are 
there better. The reason for that is that there is a recognition on the part of the senior executives that 
we can do this and we need to do this and therefore, they need to learn like you learn Suraj (Moraje), 
you spend more time learning than doing as most of us do. There is a need for that to keep that learning 
going but then there are the doers as well and this is what I see in the universities. Congressman Salceda 
put up the figures that I quote a lot, which is the number of science and technology researchers per 
million in the Philippines and it is woefully low and the investment in science and technology research, 
which actually is driven by number of researchers, no point increasing that if there are not more 
researchers. What I do not see is that we are pushing people out of education, primarily higher 
education, who have the capability, the skills and the imagination to drive this change even if those 
people have the imagination.  

The key to the Philippines is we have got to speed up, we have got to get higher education 
responding to the needs of industry, we get further behind as every year goes by. We have got to be 
prepared to invest in higher education to prepare those people to drive the kind of disruptive 
technologies we are talking about.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much. Minette (Navarrete) over to you. Globe is clearly seen as one of the 
companies at the forefront of this change in the country. What has made it happen at Globe? How has it 
been possible? What has it taken? 

Minette B. Navarrete: It is a couple of things. One of the things is top down. We realize that the 
leadership level, you can see the playbook playing out in other markets in the world. Telcos lose their 
unique contribution, their unique value ad, they become commoditized and when they become 
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commoditized, your returns, your revenues, everything goes down. We knew that from a business 
perspective, we needed to change.  

Maybe the other thing very similar to what has been heard on the panel, our workforce is 
becoming younger and younger. We have a lot of millennials and sometimes your young employees 
push for more digital process, for more digital inclusion. They understand intuitively what senior 
managers have had to learn that workflow processes can be automated. There is richness in data that 
you can mine and monetize. The challenge has always been to create the translation from what the 
millennials, the younger people, understanding intuitively what the technologists and geeks understand 
intuitively and bring that to some form of a business case that the decision makers can understand.  

The other thing was when you look at the data in the market and you realize, as you put up in 
your slide, that the highest value companies in the world have not come from inventing things out of 
large boardrooms. If we were to ask the audience to name 10 companies that have innovated to the 
extent that they created an industry or that they disrupted the whole industry, you could probably think 
of one. Apple. Everything else has come from a dorm room, a garage, some small start-up outside. 

For us we have had, in Globe, a perspective that we are not the smartest kids on the planet. We 
are going to look at innovation from inside the company, mine all the data we can, but we are also going 
to look at innovation outside the company and learn. Have the humility and openness to understand 
that a lot of innovation is happening at the grassroots and if we are there we can together with the 
assets of the corporation, create value that the country heretofore has not experienced. That is kind of 
the overall mandate.  

We look at data in property, we have investments in companies that are able to predict, almost 
real time, what property values are, which city has the fastest growing value for rental as well as for 
sales. We have an investment in a company that is looking at bringing artificial intelligence, training a 
machine to read radiological surveys. Whether it is an x-ray or other stuff and this has received FDA 
approval in the US. You can see where the technology and machine learning are going to be able to 
assist us in bringing greater value to our customers in a way that today a regular utility would not and 
that is what we are after.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much. I am going to stick with you for a moment. Kickstart Ventures, you 
invest in start-ups. How is the start-up ecosystem doing in the Philippines? Because often that is a 
source of disruption, what do you think is will take to accelerate that?  

Minette B. Navarrete: Kickstart invests globally. We make investments in the Philippines, we have made 
about 27. We also invest overseas. We have invested in San Francisco, Israel, Canada, and Indonesia. 
When I look at what happens outside and what is happening in the Philippines there are a few factors 
where the Philippines could rapidly improve the outcomes and this has to do with looking at what does 
the ecosystem have.  

I have just come from the Senate where we were discussing the policy environment. Looking at 
both the Philippine start-up innovation and Philippine start-up bills that are being proposed in Senate 
and trying to make sense of it but it is not just the stand alone bills. It is actually a policy coherence 
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across the different arms of government. You cannot say that one agency of government is looking to 
have more innovation available for the masses and have another government agency say but we are 
going to stick to the traditional way of doing things and we are not going to allow innovative start-ups to 
operate in our country. 

Suraj Moraje: Things such as? Barriers such as?  

Minette B. Navarrete: Uber. Grab. 

Suraj Moraje: The famous Uber. 

Minette B. Navarrete: For example is the most recent one. Also we need some policy clarity as well. Is e-
commerce mass media or not? Is media company on the internet mass media or not? There are quite a 
number of things where there is a lack of clarity that contributes to a lack of investor interest because it 
is very difficult to attract investment in the Philippines. We have had cases where the investors had their 
checkbook out but the lawyers could not figure a way to allow them to invest and still comply with the 
law. There are quite a number of policy obstacles today, which we believe can be surmounted with, 
frankly, political will and the collaboration between private sector and public sector.  

Talent is a big factor. Presence of mentors and again you know the taxes that are attributed to 
mentors because the reality is when you look at the ecosystems that have succeeded globally they are 
much more diverse, they attract, they welcome talent from everywhere. The days of protectionist policy 
no longer apply. The Philippines will benefit from opening its arms and welcoming people into the 
community. Those are a few things. Investors, obviously, we need more and to have a mindset that the 
country competes in a market where there are markets that make it easier to invest, more attractive 
perhaps, have more incentives, have less regulatory overreach. Those kinds of things to remember will 
help us eventually become a much more attractive start-up ecosystem.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you.  

Jubert Daniel Alberto: On start-up ecosystems, we all know that telcos, Globe and PLDT, that there is 
this start-up community being driven by the telcos incumbents in the Philippines. One example that we 
can definitely mention is on the Fintech side of things. Again, to Minette’s (Navarrete) point, there has 
to be the regulatory reviews around it. But, if we look at it from a bigger perspective then you have the 
Fintech companies. Here we are talking about a more holistic kind of digital inclusion, especially for the 
Philippines where we have the geographical area that we have. Islands. You have pockets of the 
unbanked sector.  

If you have the Fintech or the start-up community actually driving the adoption of this disruptive 
technologies. Imagine a Sari-Sari store could be driven by Globe, for example. That could be a payment 
gateway already if you actually give them that disruptive technologies. Imagine they do not actually 
have to go around the major cities that we have. They can get all these remittances from their OFW 
relatives as well as do all these transactions around payment, around buying, around x commerce, and 
all these things. It actually says a lot in terms of opportunities in the Philippines. There are still a lot of 
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issues, yes we have to agree on that one but definitely there are a lot of opportunities and the 
Philippines is a hotbed for these things.  

Paulo Campos III: Just to jump in there because I agree that there are issues, talent, and I agree there 
are issues why the start-up ecosystem is still nascent and still growing. But, what I see somehow in the 
frontlines of the consumer trench of things is that there is no country in the world, I would argue, more 
exciting than the Philippines is today, in terms of this digital opportunity.  

For two reasons. One is consumer side, to Minette’s (Navarrete) point earlier, is that our 
adoption is quite dramatic. By some measures we are the number 1 country in the world in terms of 
time spent on the internet overall. By some measures we are the number 1 country in the world in 
terms of time spent on social media out of all 200 countries in the world. We have taken in the internet 
and the digital lifestyle in a way no other country has despite limitations on the connectivity side, basic 
access. Imagine once our internet speed gets faster, not just on mobile but fixed line as well, imagine 
how much more time Filipinos will be spending online.  

Second is that your chart looking at the inefficiency and labor productivities is quite an insightful 
one. There are a lots of opportunities to disrupt the way things are done now. One of our key strengths 
in Zalora is we have built our own logistics fleet, which essentially in the beginning was an innovation no 
third party carrier would do cash-on-delivery for us. We had to build. We initially had 5 motorcycles 
going around Metro Manila collecting cash-on-delivery orders. We now have 500 going around 
nationwide, covering 80% of the country in any given day, expanding our fleet and that is because the 
traditional industry was not taking these new technologies and integrating them into their business 
models.  

I would argue that this is actually our time to shine. I would say that over the next period of this 
country’s history there is really an opportunity for us as Filipinos to take our rightful place as number 1 
in the world in something. Being online, doing digital stuff, innovating on the internet, can really be our 
source of how we reclaim our rightful place. That has become a personal advocacy of mine, just seeing 
how exciting it is on the ground in terms of custom consumer behavior.  

Suraj Moraje: Wow! Thank you, thank you very much. Doctor Legara? 

Prof. Erika Fille T, Legara, Ph.D.: Yes. 

Suraj Moraje: You obviously work in many companies here. What are some of the inspiring stories you 
have seen of positive change where people have actually taken use cases and made them work? 

Prof. Erika Fille T, Legara, Ph.D.: I just returned 3 months ago. What I can give in a concrete example is 
the stuff that we did in Singapore.  

Where for example, in the port industry we can really improve the efficiency of the movement 
of the ports. It is a trillion dollar industry. You cannot afford to have delays.  
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Another example would be in the transportation system of Singapore. It is a very small city or 
country, it has very limited land area but then it is growing very fast and then you have people flowing 
in. They have to make sure that the quantity of service of the transportation system, which is the 
backbone of the city, is really still good. The only way you can do that is by really modelling and 
analyzing, doing predictive analytics and understanding what else could you do to make it more 
effective.  

We did one project in the Philippines that is quite inspiring. We used machine learning to help 
Manila Water Corporation to predict the height of Angat Dam, which supplies water in the country, 6 
months into the future. That is very important because if you can predict at an earlier time then you can 
do some actionable insights. That is what I have for now and we are now collaborating with a lot of local 
companies. In a years’ time I hope I can give you more inspiring examples. But, right now we have to 
build an army of data analysts. We have to build an army of data scientists and data-driven thinkers and 
leaders.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you. 

Jubert Daniel Alberto: Just to share with you, last year we awarded Project Noah as one of the best 
smart city initiatives in Asia Pacific. This is a little bit on data as well but a little bit on all these disruptive 
technologies. Unfortunately, they got defunded or was transferred to UP. That particular project is not 
just inspiring but it is very useful and very relevant to every Filipino for that matter. Because of the 
typhoons and all these other disasters that we always expect on a yearly basis. What they have done 
over there was really dramatic that it can actually go down to the level of community and have these 
local government units take action on whether to actually drive everybody to a safer ground or whether 
to actually cancel classes for that matter. These kinds of use of technologies are really relevant to the 
country as a whole.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you. Jubert (Alberto), one more question for you. Much is being spoken about the 
impact of automation, especially on the BPO industry, which has obviously been an engine for growth. 
What is IDC’s view on the outlook over the next 2 years? 

Jubert Daniel Alberto: Suraj (Moraje), I see IBPAP over here because Ms. Penny (Bongato) is over here. 

Suraj Moraje: Uh oh! 

Jubert Daniel Alberto: We have always said that this automation around robotics process automation, 
as well as the use of robots, AI, cognitive computing, and all these combinations of these things will 
definitely have an impact on the industry as a whole. But, what we have always been saying is that the 
Philippines has this inherent strength, the customer centric-driven kind of attitude and that they cannot 
take away from us. What the industry needs to do really is re-skill their current crop of the human 
resources that they have, and Ms. Penny (Bongato) will touch on that one later as they talk about 
human capital development. But, what we have been saying is that yes, there may be an impact on 
those jobs, especially for those that are the front liners. Those that when you actually have this complain 
or inquiry that could be taken away by the robots, by the robotics process automation. Then again, 
when it has to be actually the second level of kind of customer engagement, it is still going to be the 
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people. What our call for the industry is to start re-skilling and the good thing with the BPOs in the 
country, they already know that. They realize that there is disruption happening. What they have done 
in terms of the pyramid of schemes for BPOs in the Philippines, they started to actually move away. 
There is still core business, but starting to move away from the purely call center type, purely voice-
centric kind of services, but to actually go up the pyramid. We have seen a lot of BPOs already starting 
big data as a practice. They started with the social channels that we have but the good thing with that is 
that they are already thinking of how to make themselves really relevant for the country moving 
forward.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you. David (Hall), how is STRIDE helping? There must be front and center 
somewhere for sure in the bigger scheme of things.  

Dr. David Hall: I’m not sure it is front and center, but I can see why it should move in that direction. 
What we have been doing in STRIDE is about creating capability, creating confidence in universities, 
creating those relationships between industry and universities, and because of the relatively modest 
level of achievement, this has been a fairly modest level. But, we are moving up in the short time we 
have been here we have been moving up. We started to build that confidence in universities by 
industry. The level of collaboration will improve. We have less than a year to go. It is a bit of a shame 
because we are getting some real traction now.  

Just as an example, we have given research grants to universities to work with industry in a 
whole range of fields of science and technology. They have tended to be appropriate to the region of 
the Philippines as well. Some of them have been fairly basic rural agricultural things, some of them have 
been fairly leading edge medical devices and such alike. But the last round of grants that we gave, the 
industries that we worked with, there were two companies in particular–IMI and Del Monte, funded our 
research grants 50%. They matched our dollars one to one and that is the beginning of opening things 
up to blur these edges. It is not just the BPO industry, it is all kinds of things. IMI is a great example 
because it is about vision systems, internet of things, and such alike.  

We have started a bit of a trend. Department of Science and Technology are really interested in 
how we did that and we have been working with them to pass that model over. I see a change in the 
way that this is being done. It is still early days, but in terms of opening up the intellectual power houses 
of the Philippines, which are the universities, and get them to work with the different industry sectors. 
We have made a start there and there is a will in DTI and DOST to keep that momentum going.  

Panel 4: Open Forum 

Suraj Moraje: Thank you. Happy to open up questions to the audience now if anybody wants to. Paulo 
(Campos), the e-commerce penetration. If you take as a percent of GDP it does seem to be lower than 
our regional peers. Now, some have said this is because people are all shopping on Amazon.com outside 
the country and shipping them in but what is your view and how is this going to evolve in the coming 
years?  

Paulo Campos III: We have been in business for 6 years now. It is really in over the last 2 years that we 
have really seen an acceleration of growth that we were not really seeing in the first initial 4 years, 2012 
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to 2015. It goes down to basic access, connectivity, speed, and internet penetration at its core was a 
little bit lagging behind. Some of our regional peers, all of that has been addressed or is being addressed 
very rapidly. Therefore, you really see the shackles being taken off of what should be really fast-growing. 
Certainly, you know as Filipinos, we do shop in other places online as well. But, in general, e-commerce, 
whether it be from a local site like ours or an international site, is certainly taking off, particularly over 
the last two years. Growth is accelerating that is the exciting part. It is not just kind of taking off, it is 
actually accelerating. That is something very exciting in a way that our regional peers might have done a 
few years back. We are catching up, which is nice to see.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you. Jubert (Alberto), you want to say something as well? 

Jubert Daniel Alberto: On e-commerce in the Philippines, a large population in the Philippines still 
unbanked and credit card use is really low. 

The other thing we have to mention as well there are informal kind of businesses, which you can 
get as well those things that can be bought online. What we call “impukan,” Suraj (Moraje). “Impukan” 
is where you put in the money, a smaller community. In the past this was called “paluwagan.” All these 
things, the informal kinds of commerce is also inherent and that could also be a contributing factor to 
that one.  

Suraj Moraje: Right. You also have a fair amount of Facebook and Instagram commerce in the country at 
this point.  

Jubert Daniel Alberto: Exactly, C2C commerce is the fastest growing section for sure.  

Suraj Moraje: Absolutely. 

Prof. Erika Fille T, Legara, Ph.D.: I just want to add, it is really amazing that Zalora and Globe, all these 
companies are moving forward. But, with all these disruptions happening we should not forget about 
the micro, small, and medium enterprises. This is all good, but the government should do something 
about inclusivity. We do not want only the big companies to innovate. How can we help the agricultural 
sector and other sectors use these disruptive technologies so that we can move the entire country 
forward not just the more powerful ones that are data rich. 

Suraj Moraje: Thank you for that. We have a question. Please go ahead.  

Q1 – John D. Forbes: John Forbes. You had a slide up earlier that showed the potential loss of jobs in 
different sectors and one of the sectors that has been growing most strongly is manufacturing or 
assembly in the country at almost 8% and yet the number of jobs is decreasing. Is that trend going to 
continue here and is it going to get worse?  

Suraj Moraje: I wish I had a crystal ball. If look at the US over the last few years, the fastest growing 
category of jobs in the US, if you go to the census bureau and you see jobs by category, is other. The 
category other. Then if you double click on other, the fastest growing sub-category within other it is 
other. It is kind of other-other that is growing really fast. Our ability to define where the jobs are coming 
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is actually very limited because these are job categories that do not exist today. It is if you go back to the 
1800s, when London still had the horse-driven carriages, and said where the next jobs were going to 
come from because my god, it is a disaster. Is it going to be painful? All indications are it will be but we 
do believe that jobs will come up in new places if we can re-skill people in time they will come up and 
when they come up people will get higher productivity, higher paying jobs as an outcome. But, re-skilling 
is important and being ahead of the curve is important.  

Dr. David Hall: Can I just add to that as well? There is some figures going around and I cannot remember 
exactly what they are but at the moment my 5 year old in school, he is going to do a job that we do not 
even know what it is yet and it is extremely hard to predict even if we were much smarter than we are. 
Suraj’s (Moraje) analogy earlier about not being in a zoo and being on a safari is a very good one 
because we really do not know what is coming around the corner but when it does we got to react very 
quickly. In terms of jobs for the future that is the way we have go to look at it. In the Philippines, we 
have to set ourselves up to be agile in terms of responding to that. It is the only way that we are going to 
face the challenges.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you.  

Minette B. Navarrete: Yeah, maybe in support of what David (Hall) is saying. When you look at examples 
like in the US, at the end of 2016, Amazon had about 125,000 employees in their warehouses in the US. 
They also had 100,000 robots. The pace of hiring for Amazon, for people, has continued and no jobs 
were lost as the 100,000 robots were put in place because what they did was they retrained the people. 
These robots, what do they do? They palletize, they pick, they pack, and they are carry crates that are 
maybe 25 pounds. You were saying about 78%, one of your slides was saying jobs that are more manual, 
more predictable. Perhaps that will go away but if we are able to do, if we learn the lesson from Amazon 
and we retrain the people because what they did was they retrained the people to manage the robots, 
to manage exceptions, to program, to operate them. No jobs were lost in Amazon and they have 
recently announced that they are going to open a second warehouse, a second facility in some city in 
the US. They are saying maybe 50,000 jobs and US$5 billion.  

It is scary. There is a lot that is going on but there is also a lot of opportunity and the difference 
that David (Hall) is saying is that for us to be able to cease the opportunity we have to prepare, we have 
to certainly re-skill, retrain, and to continue to invest in people as we invest in the technology. It does 
not guarantee that no jobs will be lost but certainly we can manage the decline in order to be able to 
reap some benefit from the technology changes.  

Prof. Erika Fille T, Legara, Ph.D.: I will just add about the human capital one. This is why in March 2018 
the AIM will be launching the very first Master’s Degree in Data Science to really address this need. On 
top of this, we will also be offering programs for the executives to learn more about data science. 
STRIDE, DOST, and DTI also have these scholarships for those in the undergraduate level who want to go 
into data science as well. Just to support Minette (Navarrete), saying that we have to invest in human 
capital as well.  

Suraj Moraje: Thank you very much. Thank you very much to the panel and thank you to the audience. 


